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In this article, we present a theory for the dielectric behavior of a colloidal spheroid, based on an
improved version of a previously published analytical theory [C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, G.J.M. Koper,
Physica A 317 (2003) 321–344]. The theory gives the dipolar coefficient of a dielectric spheroid in an
electrolyte solution subjected to an oscillating electric field. In the special case of the sphere, this theory
is shown to agree rather satisfactorily with the numerical solutions obtained by a code based on DeLacey
and White’s [E.H.B. DeLacey, L.R. White, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans. 2 77 (1981) 2007] for all zeta
potentials, frequencies and κa � 1 where κ is the inverse of the Debye length and a is the radius of
the sphere. Using the form of the analytical solution for a sphere we were able to derive a formula for
the dipolar coefficient of a spheroid for all zeta potentials, frequencies and κa � 1. The expression we
find is simpler and has a more general validity than the analytical expression proposed by O’Brien and
Ward [R.W. O’Brien, D.N. Ward, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 121 (1988) 402] which is valid for κa � 1 and
zero frequency.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and main result

The equations governing the behavior of a dielectric sphere
in an oscillating electric field have been solved numerically. The
most widely used numerical code is due to DeLacey and White
[1], whose code was later extended by Mangelsdorf and White [2].
In certain cases (for thick double layers or/and for high frequen-
cies), the numerical analysis can be time consuming or sometimes
impossible, but some recent studies are making progress on this
topic [3].

The analytical formula we propose for the dipolar coefficient
arising from a dielectric sphere in an electrolyte solution gives fast
solutions for the whole range of conditions investigated. We found
that this analytical formula agrees with the numerical simulations
for all frequencies, zeta potentials and κa � 1 where κ is the in-
verse of the Debye length and a is the radius of the sphere. The
form of the analytical formula makes it possible to compare the
weight of the different contributions and therefore easily predict
the particle’s response upon a change in parameters. Since elec-
trokinetic measurements are often used as a quality-control tool
[4–6], ready-to-use formulae are useful and we will give simple
expressions that correctly approximate the numerical simulations
in the cases generally found in experiments.
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More importantly, we will show that the form of the analyti-
cal formula gives the possibility to extent our results to spheroidal
particles. We define 2ap as the length along the axis of revolution
of the spheroid and 2an the maximum cross-sectional diameter
normal to the axis of symmetry. We also define a = min[ap,an].
For a sphere we get a = ap = an . The analytical formula we pro-
pose for the frequency-dependent dipolar coefficient for a dielec-
tric spheroid in an electrolyte solution in an oscillating (AC) elec-
tric field is valid for all frequencies, zeta potentials and κa � 1. So
far, the only analytical or numerical expressions available for the
dipolar coefficients of spheroids are for zero frequency (DC electric
fields) and κa � 1 [4,7–9]. We found the dipolar coefficient to be
in the general case:

βi = (
K̃2 − K̃1 + 3(1 − Li)

[
K̃‖ + K̃U + K̃ extra‖

] + 3Li
[

K̃⊥ + K̃ extra⊥
])

/(
3K̃1 + 3Li(K̃2 − K̃1) + 9Li(1 − Li)

[
K̃‖(a/r0)

3 + K̃U (a/r1)
3

+ K̃ extra‖ − K̃⊥ − K̃ extra⊥
])

, (1)

where i = n and p indicate the direction normal and along the axis
of symmetry of the spheroid, respectively. K̃1, K̃2, K̃‖, K̃⊥, K̃U are
given by Eqs. (42), (48), (65), r0 and r1 are given by Eqs. (57), (68),
Li are the depolarization factors given by Eqs. (A.6)–(A.8) using
m = ap/an in the case of spheroids. The formulae for Li can also be
written for a more general type of ellipsoid, using i = p, n1 and n2
as the principal axes of this ellipsoid. The appropriate formulae for
Li are given for example in [10]. However, the most encountered
case in the experiments is the one of spheroids (n1 = n2 = n).
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As we already stated in [11], the form of the analytical solution
enables us to include extra conductances, like Stern layer conduc-
tances but also core material conductances if the particle consist of
layers of material of different (complex) conductivities, like biopar-
ticles [12,13]. These extra conductances can be decomposed in the
general case in a contribution along the particle’s surface (K̃ extra‖ )

and normal to it (K̃ extra⊥ ) and can be included in the expression of
βi as shown above.

The value of the dipolar coefficient can be used to interpret di-
electrophoretic and electrorotation measurements which requires
the knowledge of β as a function of the frequency of the ap-
plied electric field [5,6,12,13]. It can also be used to calculate
the complex conductivity increment of the colloidal suspension
K̃ = K + iωε0ε (ω being the frequency of the applied electric field
and ε0 the dielectric permittivity of vacuum) found in dielectric
spectroscopy measurements [1,4,11]. In the case of randomly ori-
ented particles and a low volume fraction φ of the spheroids, the
complex conductivity increment of the suspension is given by:

K̃ = K̃1
[
1 + φ(βp + 2βn)

]
, (2)

where K̃1 the complex conductivity of the electrolyte (see Eq. (42)).

1.1. Outline of the paper

In the next section, we will present the set of electrokinetic
equations and boundary conditions required to find the dipolar co-
efficient arising from a dielectric sphere in an electrolyte solution.
This set of equations will be the base of the numerical simulations
used in the fourth section. We will limit our analysis to mono-
valent and symmetric electrolytes of type like KCl in water for
simplicity. No extra layer conductances are considered. The fluid
motion (electrophoretic mobility of the particle) is neglected in
this section.

In Section 3, the analytical derivations are presented and briefly
compared to the derivations made in [11] where we also neglected
fluid flow.

The comparison between the numerical and analytical theories
(without considering fluid flow), is done in Section 4, for a wide
range of zeta potentials, frequencies and ionic strengths. The as-
sumptions made in the analytical derivation are critically assessed.

The results of the comparison in the case where we consider
fluid flow, which is the general case, will be presented in Sec-
tion 5, also for a wide range of zeta potentials, frequencies and
ionic strengths. The numerical code we used here is a slightly
modified version of the code we obtained from prof. A. Delgado
(Department of Applied Physics, University of Granada, Spain). This
code is based on the code of DeLacey and White [1] and includes
fluid flow. The analytical expression found in Section 3 is then cor-
rected so as to include the effect of fluid flow, in terms of the
particle’s electrophoretic mobility.

In Section 5, the analytical derivations (including fluid flow) are
presented and compared to the numerical simulations. The analyt-
ical solutions of Hinch [14] and O’Brien [15] are also presented and
discussed.

The expression for β is then extended to the case of spheroids
(prolate and oblate). This is discussed in Section 6, with the help
of Appendix A. The analytical solutions are compared to the ones
of O’Brien and Ward [7]. A conclusion is given in the last section.

2. Theory

In this section, the equations needed to solve the problem are
derived, making the following simplifying assumptions:

(i) The electrolyte considered is monovalent and symmetric (like,
for instance, KCl).
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
The derivation can however be extended for any type of elec-
trolyte [11].

(ii) The fluid is assumed to be at rest with respect to the sphere.
This means in particular that we neglect the electrophoretic
mobility of the particle. One of the numerical codes we used
(NUM), which is discussed at the end of this section is based
on the equations of this section. Keeping the fluid at rest will
enable us to test, thanks to NUM, the important hypothesis on
which the analytical derivation is based (see Section 4). The
inclusion of the electrophoretic mobility of the particle will be
given in the third section.

We refer to [1,2,11] for a more complete set of equations.
The ions (labeled + and −) have equal ionic diffusion coeffi-

cients D+ = D− = D (m2/s) and valence z+ = −z− = 1. The col-
loidal sphere with radius a (m) is submitted to a (weak) electric
field of amplitude E0 (V/m) and of radial frequency ω (rad/s). We
take: E0 = E0 exp(iωt)ez with i = √−1. The origin of the coordi-
nate system we use is the center of the sphere, with θ the angle
with the direction of the electric field (ez) and r the distance from
the center of the sphere. No Stern layer conductances are consid-
ered.

The relevant variables are:

Ψtot = Ψeq + δΨ,

n+,tot = n+,eq + δn+,

n−,tot = n−,eq + δn−, (3)

where Ψeq(r) and n+,eq(r)/n−,eq(r) are respectively the equilib-
rium potential (V) and the ionic density of positively/negatively
charged ions (m−3) in absence of applied electric field, δΨ (r, θ)

and δn+(r, θ)/δn−(r, θ) the small perturbation in the potential
(V) and the small perturbations in the ionic density of posi-
tively/negatively charged ions (m−3) due to the applied electric
field.

Using the symmetry of the system [16], we introduce the vari-
ables ψ(r), n+(r) and n−(r) such that:

δΨ = (ψ − r)E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

δn+ = n+E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

δn− = n−E0 cos θ exp(iωt). (4)

We also introduce the variables [11]:

nn,tot = n+,tot + n−,tot = nn,eq + δnn,

nc,tot = n+,tot − n−,tot = nc,eq + δnc, (5)

where we define similarly:

δnn = nn E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

δnc = nc E0 cos θ exp(iωt). (6)

The Poisson equation relates Ψtot to nc,tot by:

�Ψtot = −e

ε0ε1
nc,tot, (7)

where e (C) is the absolute value of the electron charge, ε1 the
relative dielectric permittivity of the solvent and ε0 (F/m) the
dielectric permittivity of vacuum. The electrochemical potential
μ̃i,tot(r, θ) = μi,eq(r) + δμ̃i(r, θ) of ion i (i = +,−) is defined by:

μ̃i,tot = zieΨtot + μ0
i + kT ln

(
ni,tot

n0

)
, (8)

where μ0
i (J) and n0 (m−3) are the reference chemical potential

and density, k (J/K) Boltzmann’s constant and T (K) the tempera-
ture.
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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The ionic fluxes Ji,tot(r, θ) = Ji(r, θ) (since Ji,eq(r) = 0) are given
by the Nernst–Planck equation:

Ji = −Dni,tot

kT
∇μ̃i,tot. (9)

The conservation of ions can be expressed as:

∂ni,tot

∂t
+ ∇ · Ji = 0. (10)

2.1. The equilibrium state

In the absence of an applied electric field the Poisson equation
relates Ψeq to nc,eq by:

�Ψeq = −e

ε0ε1
nc,eq. (11)

Using the fact that the electrochemical potential is constant in
the system (as there are no ionic fluxes in the absence of applied
electric field: Ji,eq(r) = 0), we have μi,eq(r) = μi,eq(∞). This leads
to the Boltzmann distribution: ni,eq(r) = n∞ exp(−eziΨeq(r)/kT )

(i = +,−) and therefore:

nn,eq = 2n∞ cosh

(
eΨeq

kT

)
and nc,eq = −2n∞ sinh

(
eΨeq

kT

)
. (12)

We get the Poisson–Boltzmann relation:

�

(
eΨeq

kT

)
= 1

r

∂2

∂r2

(
r

eΨeq

kT

)
= κ2 sinh

(
eΨeq

kT

)
, (13)

where κ = [2e2n∞/(ε0ε1kT )]1/2 is the inverse of the Debye length
in the (symmetric) electrolyte.

2.1.1. Boundary conditions and asymptotic solution
We assume in this article that the slip (or shear) plane, where

the zeta potential ζ is defined, coincides with the surface of the
particle and simultaneously with the beginning of the diffuse part
of the double layer (since no Stern layer is considered in this
study): Ψeq(r = a) = ζ .

Far from the particle and its double layer (where sinh(Ψeq) �
Ψeq), and taking into account the boundary condition Ψeq(r →
∞) = 0, the potential has the asymptotic expression:

Ψ +
eq = Ψ0

a

r
exp(κa − κr), (14)

where Ψ0 is an unknown coefficient which depends on ζ and κ
and that can be found by numerical integration in the general case.
For low zeta potentials (eζ/kT 
 1), it can be shown that Ψ0 = ζ ,
using Eq. (13) and the fact that sinh(x) � x for x 
 1. Analytical
formulae are available for the high zeta potential case, but un-
der some restrictions regarding the ionic strength and valence of
the electrolyte. The expression for the electrokinetic surface charge
density −ε0ε1(∂Ψeq/∂r)r=a in terms of the zeta potential has for
instance been tabulated [17] in these special cases.

2.2. In the presence of an applied electric field

In the presence of an applied electric field, the Poisson equation
links δΨ (r, θ) to δnc(r, θ) by:

�δΨ = −e

ε0ε1
δnc . (15)

The conservation of ions equation can be written to linear order
as:

iωδni = D∇ ·
[

ni,eq∇
(

zie

kT
δΨ + δni

ni,eq

)]
. (16)

Using the fact that ∇ni,eq = −ni,eq∇(eziΨeq/kT ), we get:
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
iω

D
δni = �δni + ezi

kT

[
− ezi

kT
ni,eq∇Ψeq · ∇δΨ + ni,eq�δΨ

+ ∇δni · ∇Ψeq + δni�Ψeq

]
. (17)

Using Eq. (4) and the operator L that is defined on any function f
by:

L f = 1

r

d2

dr2
(r f ) − 2 f

r2
, (18)

the Poisson equation reduces to:

Lψ = −e

ε0ε1
nc . (19)

And the conservation of ions (rewritten as two equations, in terms
of nn and nc) gives:

Lnn = iω

D
nn + e

kT

dΨeq

dr

[
e

kT

(
dψ

dr
− 1

)
nn,eq − dnc

dr

]

+ e2nc,eqnc

ε0ε1kT
− nc

e

kT

[
d2Ψeq

dr2
+ 2

r

dΨeq

dr

]
,

Lnc = iω

D
nc + e

kT

dΨeq

dr

[
e

kT

(
dψ

dr
− 1

)
nc,eq − dnn

dr

]

+ e2nn,eqnc

ε0ε1kT
− nn

e

kT

[
d2Ψeq

dr2
+ 2

r

dΨeq

dr

]
, (20)

where we used the fact that Ψeq only depends on r.

2.2.1. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions at the surface of the particle for the

electric potentials are:

ε0ε2

(
∂(δΨ2)

∂r

)
r=a

= ε0ε1

(
∂(δΨ )

∂r

)
r=a

,

δΨ2(a) = δΨ (a), (21)

δΨ2 is the potential inside the sphere of relative dielectric per-
mittivity ε2 (
 ε1) and is a solution of the Laplace equation
(�δΨ2 = 0) since the sphere is assumed to be not conducting. This
gives

δΨ2 = −rE2 cos θ exp(iωt), (22)

E2 (the electric field inside the sphere) is a coefficient that can be
eliminated using Eqs. (21). We get:

E2 =
(

1 − ψ(a)

a

)
E0,

(
dψ

dr

)
r=a

= ε2

ε1

ψ(a)

a
+ ε1 − ε2

ε1
. (23)

The no-flux conditions provide the last boundary conditions:

(Ji · er)r=a = 0, (24)

which for the symmetric electrolyte considered here leads to:

e

kT

(
dψ

dr
− 1

)
nc,eq + dnn

dr
+ nc

e

kT

dΨeq

dr
= 0 in r = a,

e

kT

(
dψ

dr
− 1

)
nn,eq + dnc

dr
+ nn

e

kT

dΨeq

dr
= 0 in r = a. (25)
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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2.2.2. Asymptotic behavior
Beyond the double layer (for r > a + κ−1), the variables

Ψeq,dΨeq/dr, and nc,eq tend to zero and nn,eq tends to 2n∞ . Equa-
tions (20) then reduce to (we use the superscript + to indicate
that the variables are considered beyond the double layer):

Ln+
n = iω

D
n+

n ,

Ln+
c =

(
κ2 + iω

D

)
n+

c , (26)

which can be solved analytically for all frequencies by [11]1:

n+
n = Cn

1 + λnr

r2
exp

[−λn(r − a)
]

and λn = √
iω/D,

n+
c = Cc

1 + λcr

r2
exp

[−λc(r − a)
]

and λc =
√

κ2 + iω/D, (27)

where Cn and Cc are constants that have to be determined.
Far from the double layer n+

c � 0 (since λcr � 1) and Eq. (19)
can be solved analytically by:

ψ+ = β
a3

r2
, (28)

where β is the dipolar coefficient to be found. Note that λcr � 1
comes from the hypothesis that we are far from the double layer
(κr � κa + 1). For small κa it is therefore important to start the
numerical integration far enough from the double layer to insure
that eΨeq/kT 
 1 where the asymptotic functions are evaluated.

2.3. Numerical procedures

The general set of electrokinetic equations (including fluid flow)
were solved numerically by DeLacey and White [1] using a fifth
grad Nordsieck method in a FORTRAN program. Their work was
extended later by Mangelsdorf and White (see [2,18]) who in par-
ticular included the acceleration term in the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion. The solutions of DeLacey and White and Mangelsdorf and
White are virtually identical. They start only to deviate from each
other for frequencies above 3 × 105 Hz (a = 100 nm, eζ/kT = 4)
for κa � 1 [18].

A numerical code based on DeLacey and White’s was graciously
provided to us by prof. A. Delgado of the Department of Applied
Physics of the University of Granada (Spain) and modified for the
special cases considered in this study:

• The program was modified to allow the diffusion coefficients
of the co- and counter-ions to be strictly equal (D+ = D−). It
was checked to give the same results as in the limit D+ � D− .

• In order to keep the fluid at rest relative to the sphere (when
necessary), the viscosity in the complete set of electrokinetic
equations was taken virtually infinite (10100 Pa s). It was ver-
ified that in that case the mobility of the sphere calculated
by the program was in extremely good approximation zero.
The ionic diffusions constants however were defined sepa-
rately and taken to be roughly the ionic diffusion coefficient
of K+ and Cl− in water (D+ = D− = 2.0 × 10−9 m2/s).

A second numerical code called NUM was made based on the set
of equations presented in this section. The program was solved us-
ing either the Nordsieck or the Euler method (both methods gave
the same results). This program was also checked to give the same
results as the program based on DeLacey and White’s and mod-
ified for a large viscosity. The advantage of using NUM is that

1 The amplitudes Cn , Cc used in [11] are equal to the amplitudes used here times
E0 exp(iωt).
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this program could be used in cases where the modified program
proved difficult (or impossible) to run, especially for low κa, low
zeta potentials and high frequencies. Moreover NUM, using the
same variables as in the theoretical analysis, made the comparison
between numerical and analytical results easier.

3. Analytical theory

In this section we will present the boundary conditions, the
derivation of which will result in the analytical solution, given in
Eq. (45).

In a previous article [11], we introduced an analytical anal-
ysis, based on the concept of excess quantities in the sense of
Gibbs [19,20]. The standard boundary conditions (21) and (24) are
now replaced by new ones that use the excess quantities δnS

i and
JS
i,‖ . Following Gibbs’ approach, excess densities δnS

i and fluxes JS
i,‖

are defined in terms of integrals over the actual variables (ni, Ji,‖)
minus the values of the variables beyond the double layer. We in-
troduce a length r0 > a, the value of which will be discussed in
Section 4, and define2

δnS
i (θ) = 1

a2

r0∫
a

r2[δni(r, θ) − δni(r0, θ)
]

dr,

JS
i,‖(θ) = 1

a

r0∫
a

r
[
Ji,‖(r, θ) − Ji,‖(r0, θ)

]
dr. (29)

These integrals characterize the excess of the variables in the dou-
ble layer. We refer to [11] for more details about the form of δnS

i
and JS

i,‖ and the general expression of the boundary conditions
based on the excess quantities. We will here present these bound-
ary conditions only for a symmetric electrolyte. The first boundary
condition, can be written for the symmetric electrolyte as:

δΨ +(a, θ) = δΨ2(a, θ) (30)

with δΨ +(r, θ) = (−r + βa3/r2)E0 cos θ exp(iωt) and δΨ2(r, θ) =
−rE2 cos θ exp(iωt) (see Eqs. (22) and (28)). The second boundary
condition reads:

ε0ε2

(
∂δΨ2

∂r

)
r=a

− ε0ε1

(
∂δΨ +

∂r

)
r=a

= δρ S (31)

with δρ S = eδnS
c . These two first boundary conditions lead to:

E2 = E0(1 − β),

δρ S (θ) = [
ε0ε2(β − 1) + ε0ε1(1 + 2β)

]
E0 cos θ exp(iωt). (32)

The third boundary condition is:

iωδnS
i (θ) = −∇ · JS

i,‖(θ) − J+
i,⊥(a, θ), (33)

which leads to, using the definitions Jn = J+ + J− and Jc = J+ −
J−:

iωeδnS
c (θ) = −e∇ · JS

c,‖(θ) − e J+
c,⊥(a, θ),

iωeδnS
n (θ) = −e∇ · JS

n,‖(θ) − e J+
n,⊥(a, θ), (34)

where:

J+
i,⊥(a, θ) = −D

∂

∂r

[
zien∞

kT
δΨ +(r, θ) + δn+

i (r, θ)

]
r=a

,

−e J+
c,⊥(a, θ) = −K1(1 + 2β)E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

−e J+
n,⊥(a, θ) = −K1

kT

2en∞a3
Cn J2 E0 cos θ exp(iωt). (35)

2 In [11] we used a different definition of the excess densities and fluxes. Though
both definitions are in principle equivalent, we found the one given here to be more
convenient.
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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We defined the conductivity of the electrolyte K1 = ε0ε1κ
2 D and

J2 = 2 + 2λna + λ2
na2. We furthermore find, using Eq. (29):

JS
i,‖ = −D

akT

r0∫
a

r
[
ni,eq∇‖δμ̃i − ni,eq(r0)∇‖δμ̃i(r0)

]
dr

� −D

akT
∇‖δμ̃i(r0)

r0∫
a

r
[
ni,eq − ni,eq(r0)

]
dr

� −D

a
∇‖

[
zie

kT
δΨ + + δn+

n

2n∞

]
r0

r0∫
a

r[ni,eq − n∞]dr. (36)

In doing so, we assumed that ∇‖δμ̃i varies slowly in the double
layer and is in good approximation equal to the value ∇‖δμ̃+

i (r0)

and that ni,eq(r0) � n∞ .
Evaluating ∇‖δμ̃i from the values gotten from the numerical

simulations, it could be seen that for any ζ and for κa � 2, ∇‖δμ̃i

is indeed roughly constant through the double layer. This is not
true for κa � 2 where the variation of ∇‖δμ̃i starts to be larger
than 30% in the double layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the
real part of ∇‖δμ̃+,− and ∇‖δμ̃++,− are displayed as function of
the distance from the sphere for κa = 1 and κa = 100 (eζ/kT = 4,
ω = 10 rad/s). The imaginary parts are not given in these exam-
ples; they are of the order of 10−5 times the real parts or smaller.
As will be shown in Section 4, r0 can be chosen in such a way that
we get a good estimate of JS

i,‖ for all κa. From this investigation it

also follows that a better approximation of JS
i,‖ for κa > 10 is

JS
i,‖ � −D

a
∇‖

[
zie

kT
δΨ + + δn+

n

2n∞

]
a

∞∫
a

r[ni,eq − n∞]dr, (37)

which is the approximation we used in [11]. The dipolar coefficient
values obtained using Eq. (36) differ only of a few percents for
κa > 10 from the ones obtained using Eq. (37), however. In the
following, we will use Eq. (36).

Using the definition J1 = 1 + λnr0, we get:

−e∇ · JS
c,‖(θ) = K1

[
2
(−1 + a3β/r3

0

)
In,eq + kT

en∞
Cn

r3
0

J1 Ic,eq

× exp
(−λn(r0 − a)

)]
E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

−e∇ · JS
n,‖(θ) = K1

[
2
(−1 + a3β/r3

0

)
Ic,eq + kT

en∞
Cn

r3
0

J1 In,eq

× exp
(−λn(r0 − a)

)]
E0 cos θ exp(iωt),

(38)

where:

In,eq = −1

2a2n∞

r0∫
a

r[nn,eq − 2n∞]dr

= −1

a2

r0∫
a

r

[
cosh

(
eΨeq

kT

)
− 1

]
dr, (39)

Ic,eq = −1

2a2n∞

r0∫
a

rnc,eq dr = 1

a2

r0∫
a

r sinh

(
eΨeq

kT

)
dr. (40)

From Eqs. (32) and (34) we find, using δρ S = eδnS
c :
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 1. Real part of dimensionless ∇‖δμ̃+,− (full and dashed lines) and ∇‖δμ̃++,−
(dash-dotted and dotted lines) are displayed as function of κ(r − a) for eζ/kT = 4,
ω = 10 rad/s, (A) κa = 1 and (B) κa = 100. When κa = 100, the curves correspond-
ing to ∇‖δμ̃+,− and ∇‖δμ̃++,− are nearly exactly superposed.

β

(
K̃2 + 2K̃1 − 2K1

a3

r3
0

In,eq

)

= K̃2 − K̃1 − 2K1 In,eq

+ K1
kT

en∞r3
0

Cn J1 Ic,eq exp
(−λn(r0 − a)

)
, (41)

where we used the definitions:

K̃2 = iωε0ε2,

K̃1 = K1 + iωε0ε1 = ε0ε1
(
κ2 D + iω

)
. (42)

K̃2 is the complex conductivity of the core material of the sphere
and K̃1 the complex conductivity of the bulk electrolyte.

We have 4 equations and 5 unknown: Cn, E2, β, δnS
n , δnS

c and
we need therefore a fifth equation. In [11], this equation was pro-
vided by the relation δnS

n = 0 in the low-zeta potential case, and
by the relation |δnS

n | = |δnS
c | in the high potential case. We now

introduce a parameter γ by:

δnS
n = γ δnS

c . (43)
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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From Eq. (34) we then get:

kT

en∞r3
0

Cn exp
(−λn(r0 − a)

)

= −2β[(Ic,eq − γ In,eq)a3/r3
0 + γ ] + 2(Ic,eq − γ In,eq) − γ

J1(In,eq − γ Ic,eq) − J2r3
0/(2a3)exp(λn(r0 − a))

. (44)

Inserting the value of Cn in Eq. (41), we finally find:

β = K̃2 − K̃1 + 2K̃‖ + K̃⊥
K̃2 + 2K̃1 + 2K̃‖(a/r0)3 − 2K̃⊥

(45)

with:

K̃‖ = −K1 In,eq + K1 Ic,eq[Ic,eq − γ In,eq]
(In,eq − γ Ic,eq) − J2/(2 J1)(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))

,

K̃⊥ = −γ K1 Ic,eq

(In,eq − γ Ic,eq) − J2/(2 J1)(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))
. (46)

The subscripts ‖ and ⊥ are introduced to indicate that the corre-
sponding complex conductivity mainly originates from the contri-
bution of flux of ions along or perpendicular to the surface of the
particle. The difference is more subtle, however. For example, the
right term (containing J2) in the denominator of Eqs. (46) origi-
nates from the flux of ions perpendicular to the surface, whereas
the left term comes from the contribution of ions along the sur-
face. It is interesting to notice that for frequencies such that ω 

Dκ2 (which means that K̃1 � K1 and |K̃2| 
 K1) the expression
for β can be simplified into:

β = 1/2
(
(1 + 2In,eq)(r0/a)3 exp

(−λn(r0 − a)
) + (2 J1/ J2)

× [−In,eq + 2
(

I2
c,eq − I2

n,eq

)])/([−(r0/a)3 + In,eq
]

× exp
(−λn(r0 − a)

) + (2 J1/ J2)
[

In,eq + (
I2
c,eq − I2

n,eq

)
(a/r0)

3])
(47)

and that the terms containing γ cancel out. From the numerical
results, we found that a good estimate of γ for all frequencies, zeta
potentials and κa is: γ = In,eq/Ic,eq. Equations (46) then reduce to:

K̃‖ = −K1 In,eq − 2 J1 K1[I2
c,eq − I2

n,eq]
J2(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))

,

K̃⊥ = 2 J1 K1 In,eq

J2(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))
. (48)

3.1. Special case: κa > 10

As we already mentioned, Eq. (37) is a better approximation
than Eq. (36) for κa > 10. We refer to [11] for this case. Using
Eq. (37), Eq. (45) reduces to

β = K̃2 − K̃1 + 2K̃‖ + K̃⊥
K̃2 + 2K̃1 + 2K̃‖ − 2K̃⊥

(49)

with:

K̃‖ = −K1 In,eq − K1(2 J1/ J2)
[

I2
c,eq − I2

n,eq

]
,

K̃⊥ = K1(2 J1/ J2)In,eq. (50)

3.1.1. Low zeta potentials
For low zeta potentials, we find for κa > 10 to first order in

zeta (with In,eq = 0 and Ic,eq = (eζ/kT )/κa):

β = K̃2 − K̃1 − 4( J1/ J2)K1(eζ/kT )2/(κa)2

K̃2 + 2K̃1 − 4( J1/ J2)K1(eζ/kT )2/(κa)2
. (51)

Moreover, we find Cn and Cc to first order in ζ and for ω � κ2 D:
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Cn = a
ε0ε1

e
κa

eζ

kT

2(β − 1)

J2
,

Cc = a
ε0ε1

e
κa

1 + 2β + ε2(β − 1)/ε1

2 + κa
. (52)

3.1.2. High zeta potentials
For high zeta potentials and for κa > 10 (which is the case most

commonly found in experiments), we made the assumption in [11]
that the counterions dominate in the double layer, so we have:

In,eq = −Ic,eq and δnS
n = −δnS

c if ζ > 0,

In,eq = +Ic,eq and δnS
n = +δnS

c if ζ < 0. (53)

Ic,eq can be evaluated using

Ic,eq = ε0ε1

2ea2n∞

∞∫
a

r�Ψeq dr = 1

(κa)2

[
− eζ

kT
− a

∂

∂r

(
eΨeq

kT

)
r=a

]
.

(54)

Using the expression for the electrokinetic surface charge density
−ε0ε1(∂Ψeq/∂r)r=a in terms of the zeta potential tabulated for all
zeta potentials and κa � 0.5 in [17], we find:

q∗ = 2 sinh

(
eζ

2kT

)
+ 4

κa
tanh

(
eζ

4kT

)
− 1

κa

(
eζ

kT

)
,

Ic,eq = q∗

κa
. (55)

Ic,eq found by numerical integration of Eq. (40) and found by
Eq. (55) differs less than 1% for κa > 0.5 and less than 0.1% for
κa > 10. Using Eqs. (53) we then find that In,eq = −|q∗|/κa.

We can also evaluate Cn (but not Cc) in the high zeta potential
case:

Cn = −a
ε0ε1

e
(κa)2 2β + 1

J2
. (56)

The difference between the values obtained from Eqs. (45) and (49)
using Eqs. (53) and (55) for the example eζ/kT = 4 and κa = 50
and for all frequencies is less than 10%. This difference is mainly
due to the fact that the assumption |In,eq| = |Ic,eq| is not cor-
rect (|In,eq|/|Ic,eq| = 0.75). For eζ/kT = 4 and κa = 100 and for
all frequencies, the difference between Eqs. (45) and (49) is less
than 5%.

4. Comparison without fluid flow

In this section we will use the abbreviations:

NUM: numerical simulations based on the equations presented
in Section 2;

THEO: semi-analytical formula (45).

In our previous article [11] we reported the discrepancies between
the numerical solutions and our analytical theory, which was sup-
posed to be appropriate for all zeta, ionic strengths and frequen-
cies. We already stated in Section 2 why the deviations occurred:
they have to do with the fact that our assumption of constant elec-
trochemical potential through the double layer is not correct for
low κa as shown by the numerical simulations. After analyzing
the differences between NUM and THEO for all zeta potentials and
κa we found that the best fit between NUM and THEO for any zeta
potential and any κa was obtained by choosing:

r0 = a + δ0κ
−1,

δ0 = 1 + 3
exp

(−eζ/(2kT )
)
. (57)
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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In NUM, the asymptotic functions were all evaluated at a distance
rstart = a +10κ−1 (which is also the distance used in the numerical
code based on DeLacey and White’s), unless stated otherwise. From
these values the solution was derived, using the Nordsieck method.
Other values of rstart have been tried and the influence of rstart on
NUM will be discussed below. It was found that βNUM and CNUM

n
are in good approximation constant for all rstart > a + 10κ−1. The
values of CNUM

c depend on the values of rstart but are so small that
it does not affect the values of βNUM and CNUM

n : we found for all
rstart that nc(rstart) < 10−10 ×nn(rstart). The Euler method gave for β

and Cn results which agree with the Nordsieck method within 1%.
The results for Cn are not presented, but when βTHEO and βNUM
agree, so do CTHEO

n and CNUM
n .

In,eq and Ic,eq were evaluated numerically. We used a =
100 nm, ε1 = 78,55, ε2 = 2, T = 298 K and D = 2.0 × 10−9 m2/s.
The characteristic frequencies for the system are ωκ = Dκ2 =
2.0 × 105(κa)2 rad/s and ωa = D/a2 = 2.0 × 105 rad/s.

4.1. Comparison between NUM and THEO for all κa

(i) For frequencies such that ω 
 ωκ < ωa (which implies that
κa < 1, which is a case not usually found in experiments) we
find that for any zeta potentials K̃‖ � −K1 In,eq � K̃⊥ � 0 and
THEO reduces to

βTHEO � −1/2 − In,eq. (58)

Note that In,eq is extremely sensitive to eζ/kT . For κa = 0.1
and eζ/kT = 0.1 for example, we find In,eq � −7 × 10−3 and
βTHEO � −0.49 (= βNUM). For eζ/kT = 2, we find In,eq � −3
and βTHEO � 2.5 (βNUM = 2.91). For eζ/kT = 4, we find In,eq �
−17 and βTHEO � −16.5 (βNUM = −12.3).

(ii) For frequencies such that ω 
 ωa < ωκ (which implies that
κa > 1 and which is the case most commonly found in
the experiments), we find that for any zeta potentials K̃‖ �
−K1[In,eq + I2

n,eq − I2
c,eq] and K̃⊥ � K1 In,eq. For high zeta po-

tentials we have in good approximation I2
n,eq � I2

c,eq and THEO
reduces to

βTHEO � 1 + In,eq

−2 + 4In,eq
. (59)

Note that βTHEO goes through zero for In,eq = −1. We checked
that for κa > 1 Re(βNUM) also goes through zero (from pos-
itive to negative values) when In,eq = −1. This occurs for all
potentials eζ/kT > 2. For lower potentials, Re(β) also goes
through zero but for κa � 1.

(iii) For ω > max[ωa,ωκ ] both NUM and THEO reduces to (ε2 −
ε1)/(ε2 + 2ε1) which reflects the pure dielectric behavior of
the dipolar coefficient at high frequencies.

4.2. Comparison between NUM and THEO for all ζ

NUM and THEO have been compared for (dimensionless) zeta
potentials eζ/kT ranging from 0 to 6 and the main conclusions
are:

(i) For potentials such that eζ/kT 
 0.1, NUM and THEO over-
lap for all zeta’s, frequencies and κa and are equal to (K̃2 −
K̃1)/(K̃2 + 2K̃1).

(ii) For potentials such that eζ/kT < 1 and κa � 1, NUM overlaps
THEO with an error of less than 1% for any frequency.

(iii) For intermediate potentials such that eζ/kT � 1 THEO gives a
good estimate of the magnitude and behavior of the dipolar
coefficient.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2A. From this figure, we also see
that Eq. (49) (which differs from THEO only a few percents
for κa > 10) is an even better estimate of NUM for higher
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κa. For comparison, we also plotted the results according to
the theories of Hinch et al. [14] and O’Brien [15] in Fig. 2B.
Their formulations are given for example in Eqs. (4.4), (4.5)
in [15]. The theory of Hinch is valid for κa � 1 and at low
frequencies such that ω 
 ωa whereas the theory of O’Brien
is valid for κa � 1 and at high frequencies such that ω � ωa .
Both theories were here modified to neglect the ionic drag
by taking m = 0. We refer to [11] for a discussion about the
differences between THEO and the theories of Hinch et al.
and O’Brien. The discrepancies between the analytical theories
of Hinch et al. and O’Brien and NUM arise from the evalua-
tion of In,eq. Both Hinch and O’Brien used In,eq � −|q∗|/κa in
their derivation. For example, for eζ/kT = 1 and κa = 10 we
find −|q∗|/κa = −0.10 which leads using Eq. (59) to βTHEO =
−0.37 (which is close to the value found from Hinch et al.’s
formula, see Fig. 2B) whereas evaluating In,eq numerically we
find In,eq = −2.24 × 10−2 which leads to βTHEO = −0.47.

(iv) For potentials such that eζ/kT > 1, THEO and NUM agree in
magnitude and behavior. For ωκ � ωa (κa � 1) the difference
between NUM and THEO is only a few percents. Both the
theories of Hinch et al. and O’Brien can be used (in their re-
spective range of validity) when eζ/kT > 1 since we then have
in good approximation In,eq � −|q∗|/κa.

In Fig. 3, the influence of rstart on NUM is shown for rstart =
a + 10κ−1 and rstart = a + 30κ−1. We observe that Eq. (49) agrees
perfectly with NUM evaluated at rstart = a + 30κ−1. For smaller
values of κa it was often impossible to take rstart > a + 10κ−1

but when the computation was possible the differences between
the βNUM found for various rstart � a + 10κ−1 was a few percents
only.

5. Inclusion of the electrophoretic mobility

It was assumed in the previous sections that the fluid was at
rest in the frame of reference moving with the particle. The ana-
lytical equations will now be corrected to include the fluid velocity
u (m/s). First we note that in the absence of applied electric field:
ueq = 0. We have therefore:

utot = ueq + δu = δu ≡ u. (60)

The fluid is supposed incompressible: ∇ · u = 0. The ionic fluxes
now become:

Ji = ni,equ − ni,eq D∇
[

zie

kT
δΨ + δni

ni,eq

]
. (61)

Far from the double layer, we get the same asymptotic variables
as in Section 2.2.2, considering the fact that ∇ · J+i = ∇ · [n∞u+] +
∇ · J+,∗

i = ∇ · J+,∗
i since ∇ · u+ = 0, where J∗i is the flux found

in Section 3. The excess fluxes JS
i,‖(θ) and the fluxes beyond the

double layer J+
i,⊥(a, θ) now becomes

JS
i,‖(θ) = JS,∗

i,‖ (θ) + 1

a

r0∫
a

r
[
ni,equ‖ − n∞u+

‖
]

dr,

J+
i,⊥(a, θ) = J+,∗

i,⊥ (a, θ) + n∞u+
⊥(a), (62)

where JS,∗
i,‖ (θ) and J+,∗

i,⊥ (a, θ) are the fluxes found in Section 3.
We have the boundary condition u(r = a) = 0 and therefore u
will vary from u = u+ beyond the double layer to u = 0 in r = a.
The dependance of u‖ on r makes it difficult to give a simple ap-
proximation of the integral in Eq. (62). The general expression of
u‖(r) is however available. We refer to [8] for this general expres-
sion. Similarly to what we did to estimate JS,∗

i,‖ (θ) by assuming
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 2. Real and imaginary part of the dipolar coefficient β as a function of frequency for eζ/kT = 1 and κa = 10 (squares), κa = 20 (diamonds), κa = 50 (circles) as calculated
by NUM. (A) THEO (full line), Eq. (49) (dashed line). (B) Hinch et al.’s theory (dashed line) and O’Brien’s theory (full line). All theories are modified so as to neglect the effect
of fluid flow.

Fig. 3. Real and imaginary part of the dipolar coefficient β as a function of frequency for eζ/kT = 4 and κa = 100 as calculated by THEO (full line) and Eq. (49) (dashed line).
NUM (diamonds) was calculated with the asymptotic functions evaluated at rstart = a + 10κ−1, NUM (squares) with the asymptotic functions evaluated at rstart = a + 30κ−1.
Equation (49) (dashed line) is almost indistinguishable from the squares. All theories are modified so as to neglect the effect of fluid flow.
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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∇‖δμ̃i � ∇‖δμ̃+
i (r0) in the double layer, we calculated the inte-

gral using u‖ � u+
‖ (r1). We took u+ to be given by:

u+ = −U

[
1 − β

(
a

r1

)3]
E0, U = 2

3

ε0ε1ζ

η
. (63)

The value of r1 will be discussed in the next section. By including
the effect of fluid flow, Eq. (45) has to be corrected into:

β = K̃2 − K̃1 + 2[K̃‖ + K̃U ] + K̃⊥
K̃2 + 2K̃1 + 2[K̃‖(a/r0)3 + K̃U (a/r1)3] − 2K̃⊥

. (64)

This is now the full expression of the dipolar coefficient arising
from a dielectric sphere in an electrolyte solution, with:

K̃U = K1m
eζ

kT
Ic,eq

×
[

In,eq − γ Ic,eq − 1/4

(In,eq − γ Ic,eq) − J2/(2 J1)(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))
− 1

]
,

(65)

where

m = 2

3

ε0ε1(kT )2

ηDe2
(66)

is the factor used both by Hinch et al. and O’Brien to correct their
expression of β for the ionic drag [15]. In their case, as we dis-
cussed in [11], (1 + 3m) multiplies both K̃‖ and K̃⊥ in the numera-
tor and in the denominator. We did not include this correction as
it did not improve the agreement between the analytical and the
numerical results. Using γ = In,eq/Ic,eq we get:

K̃U = K1m
eζ

kT
Ic,eq

[
J1

2 J2(r0/a)3 exp(λn(r0 − a))
− 1

]
. (67)

6. Comparison with fluid flow

Equation (64) was compared to the results of the numerical
simulations with fluid flow. To this purpose, we used the DeLacey
and White based program (using the Nordsieck method) and set
the viscosity to be the viscosity of water η = 0.89 × 10−3 Pa s. We
will use the abbreviations:

DLWF: numerical simulations using the code based on DeLacey
and White’s allowing fluid flow;

THEOF: semi-analytical formula (64) for βTHEOF and Eq. (63) for
u+

THEOF.

We started the integration at rstart = a + 10κ−1. Other values of
rstart could not be tested due to numerical problems. Again, we
use γ = In,eq/Ic,eq. In,eq and Ic,eq were evaluated numerically. We
used a = 100 nm, ε1 = 78,55, ε2 = 2, T = 298 K and D = 2.0 ×
10−9 m2/s. The characteristic frequencies for the system are ωκ =
Dκ2 = 2.0 × 105(κa)2 rad/s and ωa = D/a2 = 2.0 × 105 rad/s.

After analyzing the differences between DLWF and THEOF for
all zeta potentials and κa we found that the best fit between DLWF
and THEOF for any zeta potential and any κa was obtained by
choosing:

r1 = a + δ1κ
−1, δ1 = 2.5

1 + 2 exp(−κa)
. (68)

δ1 is also the value found by Ohshima [8] who proposed a sim-
ple analytical formula for the mobility of a colloidal sphere for
low zeta potentials in static (DC) fields. Ohshima’s formula agrees
within less than 1% with Henry’s formula for all κa and eζ/kT < 1.
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6.1. Comparison between DLWF and THEOF for all κa

(i) For frequencies such that ω 
 ωκ < ωa (which implies
that κa < 1) we find that for any zeta potentials K̃U �
−K1mIc,eq(eζ/kT ) and THEO reduces to

βTHEOF � −1/2 − In,eq − mIc,eq(eζ/kT ). (69)

For κa 
 1, for any zeta potential, we have a/r1 
 1. We
therefore find:

u+
THEOF = −2

3

ε0ε1ζ

η
E0, (70)

which is the Hückel limit for a particle with a large double
layer. Note that the minus sign comes from the fact that u+

THEO
represents minus the electrophoretic mobility of the particle.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4A.

(ii) For frequencies such that ω 
 ωa < ωκ (which implies
that κa > 1), we find that for any zeta potentials K̃U �
−3mIc,eq(eζ/4kT ) and THEO reduces to

βTHEOF � 1 + In,eq − 3mIc,eq(eζ/2kT )

−2 + 4In,eq − 3mIc,eq(eζ/2kT )
. (71)

For κa � 1 we get βTHEO � −1/2 for any zeta potential. We
therefore find:

u+
THEOF = −ε0ε1ζ

η
E0, (72)

which is the Smoluchowsky limit for a particle with a thin
double layer. Again, the minus sign comes from the fact that
u+

THEOF represents minus the electrophoretic mobility of the
particle. This is illustrated in Fig. 4C. We find that DLWF shows
the same trend but we were unable to run the numerical sim-
ulations for κa > 200. Better estimations of u+

DLWF than ours
exist for κa � 1. In Fig. 4A we plotted for instance the val-
ues according to the formula of O’Brien and Hunter (see [21],
Eq. (67)). However, using this better estimation of u+

DLWF in
Eq. (64) did not lead to an improvement of the agreement
between βDLWF and βTHEOF. Moreover O’Brien and Hunter’s for-
mula does not give good estimates of u+

DLWF for eζ/(kT ) < 3.
For higher frequencies, we find that the agreement between
u+

DLWF and u+
THEOF and βDLWF and βTHEOF is very good (Figs. 4C

and 4D).

6.2. Comparison between DLWF and THEOF for all ζ

(i) For potentials such that eζ/kT 
 0.1, DLWF and THEOF over-
lap for all zeta’s, frequencies and κa and are equal to (K̃2 −
K̃1)/(K̃2 + 2K̃1).

(ii) For potentials such that eζ/kT < 1, we find in good approxi-
mation that βDLWF and βTHEOF � −1/2 for the whole range of
frequencies and κa and therefore

u+
THEOF = −2

3

ε0ε1ζ

η

[
1 + 1

2(1 + δ1/κa)3

]
E0. (73)

This expression is to be compared with the expression found
by Ohshima [8] (Eq. (27), p. 25) who proposed a simple an-
alytical formula for the mobility of a colloidal sphere for
low zeta potentials in static (DC) fields. We observe that the
formula still applies for (AC) frequencies. Ohshima’s formula
agrees within less than 1% with Henry’s formula for all κa
and eζ/kT < 1. (Note that the minus sign difference between
the two formula comes from the fact that u+

THEOF represents
minus the electrophoretic mobility of the particle.) For κa � 1
u+

THEOF reduces to the Hückel formula (with a minus sign):
u+

THEOF = −(2ε0ε1ζ )/(3η).
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Fig. 4. (A and C) Real part of normalized mobility |u+|η/(ε0ε1ζ ) as a function of κa, (B and D) real part of (β + 1/2) as a function of κa. DLWF (symbols), THEOF (full line),
O’Brien and Hunter’s theory for the electrophoretic mobility (valid at high κa) (dashed lines). eζ/kT = 0.1 (diamonds), eζ/kT = 2 (squares), eζ/kT = 4 (circles), eζ/kT = 6
(triangles). For (A) and (B) we evaluated β and u+ at frequencies such that ω 
 min[ωa,ωκ ]. The values of β and u+ are constant is that region and Im(β) and Im(u+)

negligible compared to Re(β) and Re(u+). For (C) and (D) we used ω = 106 rad/s.
(iii) For potentials such that eζ/kT � 1, βDLWF and βTHEOF agree
in magnitude and behavior for all frequencies and κa. When
ωκ � ωa (κa � 1) the difference between βDLWF and βTHEOF is
of only a few percents.

In Fig. 5 it is shown how βDLWF and βTHEOF agree for all κa � 1,
frequencies and eζ/kT = 4. Both the theories of Hinch et al. and
O’Brien were included in the figures. As was already found in [2]
those theories are in agreement with βDLWF for κa � 1 only. This
is due to the fact that both Hinch and O’Brien’s lack a term equiv-
alent to a/r1 in their expressions. For small κa we have a/r1 
 1
and this leads the very high values of βTHEOF observed for small
κa at low frequencies. For κa � 1, a/r1 ≈ 1 and βTHEOF reduces to
Eq. (71) for low frequencies with 3mIc,eq(eζ/2kT ) in both the nu-
merator and denominator of βTHEOF. O’Brien and Hinch et al. find a
somehow similar contribution. For eζ/kT < 2, however, similar de-
viations as the ones described in Section 4 occur and neither Hinch
et al.’s nor O’Brien’s theory correctly predict βDLWF for any κa.
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
7. Generalization to ellipsoids

Extending the results obtained for spheres to spheroidal (or
ellipsoidal) particles is quite straightforward. We show in Ap-
pendix A how to derive the expression of the dipolar coefficient
of spheroids (prolate and oblate). We hereby make the assump-
tion that the particle can be modeled by a succession of confocal
(spheroidal) shells of different complex conductivities. We then ob-
tain the general formula (1) given in Section 1, which is valid for
all frequencies, κa � 1 and zeta potentials. As stated in the in-
troduction and Appendix A, we have now defined a = min[ap,an],
where 2ap is the length along the axis of revolution of the
spheroid and 2an the maximum cross-sectional diameter normal
to the axis of symmetry.

The only analytical formula for ellipsoids existing so far is due
to O’Brien and Ward [7].3 Their theory is valid for κa � 1 and DC

3 We note two misprints in the article of O’Brien and Ward: the π in their
Eq. (4.9) should be deleted and there is a minus sign missing in front of Eq. (4.14).
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 5. Real and imaginary part of the dipolar coefficient β as a function of frequency for eζ/kT = 4 and κa = 1 (1), κa = 10 (2) and κa = 50 (3), as calculated by: THEOF (C),
O’Brien’s theory (O), Hinch et al.’s theory (H), DLWF (symbols).
fields (ω = 0). In order to avoid confusion with the symbols used
in this article we will use the symbol K W‖ for the variable defined

as β in their article (Eq. (2.5) in [7]) and K W
1 for their symbol K1

(Eq. (4.15) in [7]). In the case of a symmetric electrolyte:
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
K W‖ = 2(1 + 3m)
[
exp

(
e|ζ |/2kT

) − 1
]
/κa. (74)

O’Brien and Ward used spheroidal coordinates to express their
dipolar coefficient. In order to compare to the notations used in
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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this article, we give here Eq. (4.14), p. 408 of [7] as a function of
the depolarization factor LOBL

p :

f 0(K W‖
) = −1 + 3K W‖ sinh(ξ0)K W

1 /2

−3(1 − LOBL
p ) − 9LOBL

p K W‖ sinh(ξ0)K1/2
, (75)

LOBL
p = − cosh2(ξ0)Q 1 = 1 − i sinh(ξ0) cosh2(ξ0)Q ′

1. (76)

The expressions for LOBL
p given in Eqs. (76) and (A.8) are equiva-

lent. Similar expressions can be obtained for LOBL
n , LPRO

p , LPRO
n and

the corresponding f 0(β), f 1(β) (Eqs. (4.9), (4.11), (4.17), p. 408
of [7]). More general forms of the depolarization factors can be
found in [22].

If we use the same assumptions as O’Brien and Ward, this im-
plies in our notation that: K̃‖ = K W‖ × K1, K̃1 = K1, K̃⊥ = K̃U =
K̃2 = 0 and a/r0 = 1. Equation (1) then reduces to:

βW = −1 + 3(1 − LOB
p )K W‖

3(1 − LOB
p ) + 9LOB

p (1 − LOB
p )K W‖

, (77)

comparing Eqs. (75) and (77) we note that in order to get an
equivalence K W

1 needs to satisfy the relation: sinh(ξ0)K W
1 /2 ≡

1 − LOBL
p . Similar relations are obtained for the other parameters

in Eqs. (4.9), (4.11), (4.17), p. 408 of [7]. We also have a minus sign
difference between f 0(K W‖ ) and β which stems from the defini-
tions of these variables (see Eqs. (4) and (28) in this article and
Eq. (4.3) in [7]).

In Fig. 6A we plotted f 0 as a function of K W‖ and in Fig. 6B as
a function of the aspect ratio (ap/an). We find that even if the val-
ues found from the numerical evaluations of O’Brien and Ward are
close to those found from Eq. (77), the relation sinh(ξ0)K W

1 /2 ≡
1 − LOBL

p is not satisfied. This means that the relation found by
O’Brien and Ward deviates from the Clausius–Mossotti form we
find for βW (which originates from the assumption of confocal
spheroids). We also find a deviation from a Clausius–Mossotti
form in the case that κa is small via the terms a/r0 and a/r1
in Eq. (1). For κa � 10 however (when the double layer is very
thin) a/r0 � a/r1 � 1 and Eq. (1) reduces to a Clausius–Mossotti-
type of equation. For K W‖ � 0 (which occurs for κa > 100 when

e|ζ |/kT = 4 for example) we find that both (− f 0) and βW reduce
to −1/3(1− LOBL

p ). This is illustrated in Fig. 6A. For K W‖ � 1 (which

occurs for very high e|ζ |/kT ) we find that both (− f 0) and βW re-
duce to 1/(3LOBL

p ).
We refer to [7] for the procedure used by O’Brien and Ward

to calculate their full expression of the dipolar coefficient β . We
used their approximate formulae (4.9)–(4.18) and derived β from
Eq. (4.7).

In our case we calculate β = (βp + 2βn)/3 using Eq. (1) without
extra conductances, which gives:

βi = K̃2 − K̃1 + 3(1 − Li)[K̃‖ + K̃U ] + 3Li K̃⊥
3K̃1 + 3Li(K̃2 − K̃1) + 9Li(1 − Li)[K̃‖(a/r0)3 + K̃U (a/r1)3 − K̃⊥]

(i = n, p). (78)

We will use the abbreviations:

THEOW: O’Brien and Ward’s approximate formulae [7];
THEOFE: semi-analytical formula (78) with β = (βp + 2βn)/3.

We use γ = In,eq/Ic,eq. In,eq and Ic,eq were evaluated numerically.
Moreover a = 100 nm (we calculated ap and an accordingly), η =
0.89 × 10−3 Pa s, ε1 = 78,55, ε2 = 2, T = 298 K and D = 2.0 ×
10−9 m2/s. The characteristic frequencies for the system are ωκ =
Dκ2 = 2.0 × 105(κa)2 rad/s and ωa = D/a2 = 2.0 × 105 rad/s.
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
(A)

(B)

Fig. 6. The function called f0 in O’Brien and Ward’s article as a function of (A)
K W‖ for ap/an = 0.1 and (B) ap/an for K W‖ = 0.4. Computed values given in Ta-
ble 1, p. 407 in O’Brien and Ward’s article (circles), approximate values found from
Eq. (4.14) in O’Brien and Ward’s article (dotted lines), (−βW ) from Eq. (77) (full
lines).

7.1. Comparison between THEOW and THEOFE

In Fig. 7A we plotted THEOW and THEOFE for κa � 1, ω 

min[ωa,ωκ ] and eζ/kT = 4. We also included the values found
from DLWF for spheres. The theory of O’Brien and Ward is valid
for high κa and it is therefore not surprising that it does not cor-
rectly reproduce the value found from DLWF for κa = 2. We also
note that O’Brien and Ward did not include terms corresponding to
K̃U and K̃⊥ in their derivation. A term corresponding to K̃⊥ was
also found by Hinch in the case of spheres. If we would remove
this term from the formula of Hinch, the solutions found from
O’Brien’s theory for spheres [15] (which does not take into account
K̃⊥ either) and the modified formula of Hinch would overlap at
low frequencies. This would lead to a substantial error, as can be
seen in Fig. 5: for low frequencies and κa > 10, Hinch’s theory pre-
dicts DLWF within a reasonable accuracy, whereas O’Brien’s theory
does not.

(i) For spheres (ap = an = a) and κa > 10 both THEOW and THE-
OFE agree with DLWF and overlap in fairly good accuracy.
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 7. Real part of the dipolar coefficient β as a function of the aspect ratio ap/an

for eζ/kT = 4 and (from top to bottom): κa = 2, κa = 10, κa = 50, κa = 200 as
calculated by: DLWF (circles), THEOW (dotted lines), THEOFE (full lines). For (A)
ω 
 min[ωa,ωκ ] and for (B) ω = 106 rad/s.

(ii) For prolate spheroids (ap > an = a) and κa = κan > 10 both
THEOW and THEOFE also overlap in quite good accuracy. For
ap � an we find in good approximation L p � 0 which leads
to:

βPRO
p = −1/3 + [K̃‖ + K̃U ]/K1, (79)

βPRO
n = −2K1 + 3[K̃‖ + K̃U ] + 3K̃⊥

3K1 + 9[K̃‖ + K̃U − K̃⊥]/4
. (80)

For κa � 1 we then find βPRO
p � −1/3 and βPRO

n � −2/3. In
that case, we checked that both THEOW and THEOFE give β �
−5/9.

(iii) In the case of oblate spheroids (ap < an = a) and κa = κap >

10, we find a stronger discrepancy between THEOW and THE-
OFE. It is first important to realize that for oblate spheroids,
since we have κa = κap we get κan = κa ×an/ap . For κa = 50
and an/ap = 0.1 for example, we find κan = 5 which is a κa
region where THEOW is not valid. On the other hand, it is sim-
Please cite this article in press as: C. Chassagne, D. Bedeaux, J. Colloid Interface Sci. (20
ilarly doubtful that THEOFE correctly predicts β in this case
since the confocal ellipsoids assumption leads to a thin dou-
ble layer close to ap and a thick double layer close to an . For
ap 
 an (when both κan and κap are thin) we find in good
approximation L p � 1 which leads to:

βOBL
p = −1/

[
3(1 − L p)

] −→ −∞, (81)

βOBL
n = −1/3 + [K̃‖ + K̃U ]/K1. (82)

The fact that βOBL
p goes to infinity for ap 
 an is linked to the

difficulty in evaluating f 0(K W‖ ) numerically and is discussed
by O’Brien and Ward, p. 407 of [7].
For κa � 1 we get βOBL

n � −1/3. We checked that both
THEOW and THEOFE give the same results in this limit.

(iv) In Fig. 7B we plotted THEOFE and DLWF for κa � 1, ω =
106 rad/s and eζ/kT = 4. In that case we have in good
approximation K̃1 � iωε0ε1, K̃2 � iωε0ε2 and K̃⊥ � 0. For
κa � 1 we find:

βi � K̃2 − K̃1 + 3(1 − Li)K1 Ic,eq[1 − 3m(eζ/4kT )]
3K̃1 + 3Li(K̃2 − K̃1) + 9Li(1 − Li)K1 Ic,eq[1 − 3m(eζ/4kT )] .

(83)

8. Conclusion

The behavior of the dipolar coefficient arising from a dielectric
sphere immerged in an electrolyte solution has been investigated
for a whole range of zeta potentials, ionic strength and frequen-
cies. From this study, it can be concluded that the values found
from the newly derived analytical theory (see Eq. (64) for the gen-
eral expression) overlap with a good accuracy the ones found using
the numerical code based on DeLacey and White’s for the whole
very broad range of frequencies, ionic strengths and zeta potentials
investigated.

The results for spheroidal particles were also presented and
compared to the analytical formula of O’Brien and Ward [7] in the
range where their results were applicable (κa � 1 and ω � 0).

The most general formula we obtain is given by Eq. (1) in
the introduction. This formula is valid for all frequencies, κa � 1
and zeta potentials. As explained in the preceding section, how-
ever, caution should be taken in some limiting cases: for oblate
spheroids with a very small aspect ratio ap/an , one can get the
situation that κap is small whereas κan is large and the definition
of κa = min[κap, κan] should be reconsidered. It then remains to
be tested if the theory we propose still gives a reasonable approx-
imation of β .
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Appendix A

Let us consider two confocal spheroids with symmetry axes b0,
b1 and axis normal to the symmetry axis a0, a1 (see Fig. 8). The
volume corresponding to the spheroid i (i = 0,1) is

V i = 4

3
πa2

i bi . (A.1)

The volume fraction of the inner spheroid in the outer spheroid is

ϕ ≡ V 0

V 1
= a2

0b0

a2b
= 1 − x. (A.2)
08), doi:10.1016/j.jcis.2008.06.055
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Fig. 8. Cross-sections through one of the symmetry planes of two confocal oblate
and two confocal prolate spheroids. The direction of the symmetry axis is indicated
in the figure by the arrow.

It should be emphasized that it is not assumed that x is much
smaller than 1.

The complex frequency dependent conductivities in the inner
spheroid (“shell A”), in the region between the two spheroids
(“shell B”) and outside the outer spheroid (“region C”) are K̃ A , K̃ B

and K̃C , respectively. In order to calculate the dielectric response
of the spheroid made of the superposition of shells A and B , one
may attribute to the spheroid an equivalent complex conductivity
K̃AB given by:

K̃AB − K̃ B

K̃ B + Li(K̃AB − K̃ B)
= ϕ

K̃ A − K̃ B

K̃ B + Li(K̃ A − K̃ B)
, (A.3)

where Li are the depolarization factors. i = p indicates the direc-
tion along and i = n indicates the direction normal to the symme-
try axis of the spheroid. The dipolar coefficient is obtained from:

βi = 1

3

K̃AB − K̃C

K̃C + Li(K̃AB − K̃C )
. (A.4)

From Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) we get:

βi = K̃ A − K̃C + x(K̃ B − K̃ A)[K̃ B(1 − Li) + K̃C Li]/K̃ B

3K̃C + 3Li(K̃ A − K̃C ) + x(K̃ B − K̃ A)3(1 − Li)Li[K̃ B − K̃C ]/K̃ B
.

(A.5)

For m = b0/a0(= b1/a1) > 1, which is the case of prolate spheroids,
the depolarization factors Li are given by

LPRO
p = 1 − 2LPRO

n

= 1

1 − m2
+ m

(m2 − 1)3/2
ln

(
m + (

m2 − 1
)1/2)

. (A.6)

For m = b0/a0(= b1/a1) = 1, which is the case of spheres, the de-
polarization factor L is given by

L p = 1 − 2Ln = 1/3. (A.7)

For m = b0/a0(= b1/a1) < 1, which is the case of oblate spheroids,
the depolarization factor L is given by

LOBL
p = 1 − 2LOBL

n = 1

1 − m2
− m

(1 − m2)3/2
arccos(m). (A.8)
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By identification of Eq. (A.5) taking L p = Ln = 1/3 with Eq. (49),
which is the expression for β we obtained for spheres for κa > 10,
we find that:

K̃2 ≡ K̃ A,

K̃1 ≡ K̃C ,

K̃‖ ≡ x(K̃ B − K̃ A)/3,

K̃⊥ ≡ x(K̃ B − K̃ A)K̃C /(3K̃ B). (A.9)
Using the general form of Eq. (A.5) this identification leads to:

βi = K̃2 − K̃1 + 3(1 − Li)K̃‖ + 3Li K̃⊥
3K̃1 + 3Li(K̃2 − K̃1) + 9Li(1 − Li)[K̃‖ − K̃⊥] . (A.10)

However, we have found that Eq. (49) had to be corrected in or-
der to be valid for κa < 10 and in order to account for fluid flow.
These corrections lead to the inclusion of K̃U and the correcting
factors (a/r0)

3 and (a/r1)
3 in the denominator of β and resulted

into Eq. (64). From including these corrections in Eq. (A.10) as well
we get:

βi = K̃2 − K̃1 + 3(1 − Li)[K̃‖ + K̃U ] + 3Li K̃⊥
3K̃1 + 3Li(K̃2 − K̃1) + 9Li(1 − Li)[K̃‖(a/r0)3 + K̃U (a/r1)3 − K̃⊥] .

(A.11)

We define a = min[ap,an] where 2ap is the length along the axis
of revolution of the spheroid and 2an the maximum cross-sectional
diameter normal to the axis of symmetry. We have m = ap/an .
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